
Construction Recipe for Composite Nosecone Shell

Preparation

Make “Parting Board”
Make “Mold Support”
Shopping List: PVA, Mold-release wax, fiberglass, 2-part epoxy, Masonite board, plywood, 
dowel, auto-body filler, modeler's clay, primer paint,

Construction of Plug (Positive)

Obtain amount of flat Styrofoam sheets for project
Obtain polyurethane based glue (Gorilla glue is good)
Obtain Tools (hot-wire cutter, “lazy Susan” or potter's wheel)
Print out full-size engineering prints of all required parts
Cut out Styrofoam circles with center registration hole (use dimensions from plans and 
layout with compass)
Assemble plug blank by stacking circles with glue in between and wooden dowel down the 
center
Mount plug blank on turntable
Use tools and rough sandpaper to rough smooth the plug.
Go over plug with finer and finer sandpaper
Coat entire plug with epoxy to seal it. Wait for it to fully cure.
Look for pits and dents and fill with auto body filler.
Fine sand the whole thing
Paint plug with primer paint
Wet sand plug

Construction of Mold (negative)

First Half of Mold

Go over plug with mold-release wax (2 coats with buffing after each coat)
Paint plug with PVA
Mount the plug in the Parting Board assembly
Fine-tune the board with a plane so fit is very close with plug
Use clay to fill any remaining gaps and make flush with board
Assemble collection of fiberglass and mix enough slow-cure epoxy to do mold half
Mix up small batch of epoxy with fibers
Use the E&F to work into corners



Paint plug with epoxy
Lay on sheets of fiberglass
Paint with epoxy keeping everything wet
Continue laying sheets and repainting with epoxy until ¼ thickness is achieved
Apply plastic strips (affixing with solvent or glue) in matrix to build up reinforcement blank
Apply fiberglass and epoxy over plastic strips to form reinforcement
At “leather” stage, cut off excess fiberglass/epoxy
Wait until full cure
Separate plug from mold-half with wedges and other tools
Inspect for any scratches or dings and repair (and wet sand after)

Second Half of Mold

Enlarge Parting Board hole to accommodate the first mold half
Mount first mold half in Parting Board assembly, affix on underside
Check that wax and PVA are still good on plug, refurbish if not.
Reinsert plug into first mold half, aligning with registration marks
Assemble collection of fiberglass and mix enough slow-cure epoxy to do mold half
Mix up small batch of epoxy with fibers
Use the E&F to work into corners
Paint plug with epoxy
Lay on sheets of fiberglass
Paint with epoxy keeping everything wet
Continue laying sheets and repainting with epoxy until ¼ thickness is achieved
Apply plastic strips (affixing with solvent or glue) in matrix to build up reinforcement blank
Apply fiberglass and epoxy over plastic strips to form reinforcement
At “leather” stage, cut off excess fiberglass/epoxy
Drill registration holes in both mold-halves
Wait until full cure
Separate the mold-halves with wedges and other tools
Separate plug from mold half.
Inspect for any scratches or dings and repair (and wet sand after)
 

Mount Mold in Mold Support Assembly

Wash off mold-halves
Put mold-halves together
Insert removable fasteners into registration holes
Insert completed mold into mold support assembly



Construction of a Nosecone Composite Shell (positive)

Wax (apply, let “glaze-over”, buff, 2 coats) and apply PVA to inside of mold
Assemble collection of fiberglass and mix enough slow-cure epoxy to do positive
Paint inside of mold with epoxy
Lay in sheets of fiberglass
Paint with epoxy keeping everything wet
Continue laying sheets and repainting with epoxy until ¼ thickness is achieved
Apply plastic strips (affixing with solvent or glue) in matrix to build up reinforcement blank
Apply fiberglass and epoxy over plastic strips to form reinforcement
At “leather” stage, cut off excess fiberglass/epoxy from top of mold
Wait until full cure
Remove mold/positive from Mold Support assembly
Remove fasteners from mold-halves
Separate mold-halves with wedge tool and plastic wedges
Remove Nosecone shell from mold half.
Reassemble mold by reinserting fasteners and put back in support assembly for later
Clean mold

Final Work

Layout upper cut circle to separate nosecone from nose cap
Work slowly with thin Dremel wheel to score completely around cone
Dig deeply and thru with cutting wheel
Sand (rough then fine) the cut edge.
Lay out bottom cut circle to provide flush bottom
Work slowly with thin Dremel wheel to score completely around cone
Dig deeply and thru with cutting wheel, discard excess.
Sand (rough then fine) the cut edge.

Note: reference John Coker's nosecone construction tutorial on Youtube.com at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lo_g1VOVAcg


